
Fans of Raina Telgemeier...

JimmJimmy Gownley Gownley's Amelia rules!y's Amelia rules!
The whole world's crThe whole world's crazyazy
JF AMELIA VJF AMELIA V.1 GN.1 GN - Jimmy Gownley
Forced out of Manhattan and into
small-town life after her parents' divorce,
twelve-year-old Amelia McBride struggles
to keep her sanity among her new friends.

El DeafoEl Deafo
JF BELL GNJF BELL GN - Cece Bell
The author recounts in graphic novel
format her experiences with hearing loss at
a young age, including using a bulky hearing
aid, learning how to lip read, and
determining her "superpower."

AwkwardAwkward
JF CHMAKJF CHMAKOOVVA GNA GN -
Svetlana Chmakova
After shunning Jaime, the school nerd, on
her first day at a new middle school,
Penelope Torres tries to blend in with her
new friends in the art club, until the art club
goes to war with the science club, of which
Jaime is a member. 2018 Caudill

Award Nominee.

Roller girlRoller girl
JF JJF JAMIESON GNAMIESON GN -
Victoria Jamieson
A graphic novel adventure about a girl who
discovers roller derby right as she and her
best friend are growing apart. 2018
Bluestem and Caudill Award Nominee.

Hilda and the black houndHilda and the black hound
JF PEARSON GNJF PEARSON GN - Luke Pearson
In Hilda's new adventure, she meets the
Nisse - a mischievous but charismatic
bunch of misfits with some intriguing
secrets

Archie 1000 page comicsArchie 1000 page comics
jamboreejamboree
JF ARJF ARCHIE GNCHIE GN - Archie Comic
Publications
A collection of new and classic Archie tales
includes more than 100 full-color stories
about the gang navigating the pressures
and pratfalls of teen life.

HereHereville : how Mirka got herville : how Mirka got her
swordsword
JF DEUTSCH GNJF DEUTSCH GN - Barry Deutsch
Longing to fight dragons over taking the
advice of various family members, spunky
10-year-old Mirka Herschberg hones her
skills in her Orthodox Jewish community
before accepting a challenge from a witch
to defeat a giant troll, in a story inspired by

an award-nominated web comic.

SunnSunny side upy side up
JF HOLM GNJF HOLM GN - Jennifer L Holm
Sunny Lewin is sent to live with her
grandfather for the summer in Florida,
where she befriends Buzz, a boy completely
obsessed with comic books, and faces the
secret behind why she is in Florida in the
first place

ChiggersChiggers
JF LARSON GNJF LARSON GN - Hope Larson
Abby thinks the new girl at summer camp,
Shasta, is great because they both like all
the same things, but Abby's friends can
stand her, leaving Abby in the middle of a
tough situation.

TTo dance : a memoiro dance : a memoir
JF SIEGEL GNJF SIEGEL GN -
Siena Cherson Siegel

In graphic format, the author shares her
story of how, after being diagnosed with flat
feet, she decided to take ballet classes at
the age of six and was accepted to the
School of American Ballet when she was
eleven.
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